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QUESTION 1

Which three are true about transporting databases across platforms using Recovery Manager (RMAN) image copies?
(Choose three.) 

A. By default, the transported database will use Oracle Managed Files (OMF) 

B. Data files can be converted on the destination system. 

C. Data files can be converted on the source system. 

D. A new DBID is automatically created for the transported database. 

E. Databases can be transported between systems with different endian formats. 

F. The password file is automatically converted by RMAN. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

A is wrong. There is no default, file can either be OMF or user managed. 

B is correct. Use the RMAN CONVERT DATABASE ON DESTINATION PLATFORM clause. 

C is correct. Use the RMAN CONVERT DATABASE ENW DATABASE clause. 

D is wrong. Use the DBNEWID Utility (the only way to change a DB\\'s DBID) on the new destination to change the
DBID. 

E is correct. We use the RMAN CONVERT clause. 

F is wrong. The password file is "outside" the database and must be manually re-created on the new destination if you
do not want to use OS authentication. Also, this file does not need conversion. 

 

QUESTION 2

In one of your databases, unified auditing is enabled and an SH.SALES table exists. 

You successfully execute these commands: 

SQL> CREATE AUDIT POLICY sales_pol ACTIONS select on sh.sales; 

SQL> AUDIT POLICY sales_pol; 

Which statement is true about SALES_POL? 

A. It is enabled for all users having SELECT privilege on SH.SALES. 

B. Only successful queries of SH.SALES are written to the audit trail. 

C. It is only enabled for user SH. 

D. Audit records are always stored in an external audit file. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine these RMAN commands: 

RMAN> CONNECT TARGET "sbu@prod AS SYSBACKUP"; RMAN> CONNECT AUXILIARY "sbu@dup_db AS
SYSBACKUP"; RMAN> DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO dup_db FROM ACTIVE DATABASE PASSWORD FILE
SECTION SIZE 400M; 

Which statement is true about the DUPLICATE command? 

A. It succeeds. 

B. It fails because no parallel channels are allocated for the auxiliary database. 

C. It fails because connection to the AUXILIARY instance must be as SYSDBA. 

D. It succeeds only if the target database is greater than 400M. 

E. No catalogued backup of the TARGET is used to duplicate the database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are true about Oracle Optimizer Statistics, their use, and their collection? (Choose two.) 

A. The number of table rows is considered when evaluating the cost of accessing a table using an index. 

B. Index balanced B*Tree height is considered when evaluating the cost of using an index. 

C. The Statistics Advisor can help recommend the best way to gather statistics. 

D. Statistics collected using DBMS_STATS always yield the best optimizer result. 

E. The Statistics Advisor generates actions for all recommendations. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/tgsql/optimizer-statistics-advisor.html#GUID-
D81A7708-FDA0-45BB-A6E2-103858B047AE 

 

QUESTION 5

RMAN is connected to a target database instance and an auxilary instance. You execute 3625the command: 
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RMAN> DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO dupdb FROM ACTIVE DATABASE SECTION SIZE 1G; What is the
outcome? 

A. RMAN uses the pull method to restore files using image copies 

B. RMAN uses the push method to transfer image copies 

C. RMAN uses the push method to transfer backup sets 

D. RMAN uses the pull method to restore files using backup sets 

Correct Answer: D 

When RMAN performs active database duplication using backup sets, a connection is established with the source
database and the auxiliary database. The auxiliary database then connects to the source database through Oracle Net
Services and retrieves the required database files from the source database. This method of active database duplication
is also to as the pull-based method. 

Example: DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO dupdb FROM ACTIVE DATABASE PASSWORD FILE SPFILE
NOFILENAMECHECK; Incorrect Answers: A, B, C: When active database duplication is performed using image copies,
after RMAN establishes a connection with the source database, the source database transfers the required database
files to the auxiliary database. Using image copies may require additional resources on the source database. This
method is referred to as the push-based method of active database duplication. 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/BRADV/rcmdupdb.htm 
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